Wedding Investments
***

The Elopement ................. $1,800

This investment option is for an adventurous couple who are looking for privacy
and intimacy and who want to keep things simple. You will have the enjoyment of
sharing their big day amongst themselves and possibly a small gathering! We can
tailor this package to start at $1,800 within 100 miles of the city of Seattle for a
whirlwind 2-4 hour elopement with one photographer.
*Your investment will include an online gallery with a minimum of 300
beautiful images to download at your leisure!
*Ordering gorgeous professional prints, canvases and other wall art is
made easy by ordering online in your gallery!

***Traveling for your Elopement? Bring us along, we love to travel for
weddings!!! Contact us to talk about travel pricing and ADVENTURE
WEDDINGS!!

Chasing the Light……$2600

Want to keep things simple, but also
don’t want to miss any images on
your big day? Then this package is
deﬁnitely for you!! This investment
option is tailored to the couple who
want two photographers to be sure to
capture all the activities of their
wedding day from start to ﬁnish, but
don’t need a 12 hour experience.
*You will have 8 hours of coverage,
and all your needs met with gorgeous
imagery in an online gallery with
access to download high resolution,
and order gorgeous prints, canvases
etc from the gallery!
*Your Investment will include a
minimum of 500 images in your own
private online gallery.
*Images will also be delivered to you
in a lovely wooden keepsake display box with an image inlay, and a matching
wooden USB memory card containing your images for safe keeping. What a
wonderful way to showcase your wedding in your home!

Tour de Sun .…. $3200
Tour de Sun is the BIG
DADDY of wedding
packages! A 12 hour
Investment package,
complete with 2
photographers all day.
From the treasured getting
ready images, all the way
through to the fun of the
reception, and everything in
between, nothing will be missed between your two dedicated and talented
photographers, your day will be forever saved in professional and beautiful
imagery that you will have for a lifetime!
*Your Investment will include a minimum of 600 images in your own private
online gallery.
*Images will also be
delivered in a lovely wooden
keepsake box with image
inlay, and a matching
wooden USB card
containing your images for
safe keeping & to display in
a memorable way in your
home.
*A beautiful matte metal
print with a vivid ﬁnish of a
photo of your choosing!

